That personal satisfaction (which are mere-ly) in learning, the examination is clean and the sign is gone.

**Suggestion for Students**

What's a matter? Have term paper trouble yet? Don't know if you will survive. In our college career has been, or will be, far from a writing a re-consider page. After submitting a topic, the next problem is the public and in doing your work. The composition of your paper, which demands the writing of resource information, can be shortened by visiting the library or a trip to the College Book store. There you will find a series of books and articles by the author. Ask a question: Try Pointers for your library.

**CWA Board**

At the CWA board meeting on January 6, the Jane Fuller, of freshman representative, was introduced. Plans were made for a meeting of all college women to be held on Monday night of new officers. A dinner for the graduating Senior was also presented, English Wruke and Jamie Nehtag being appointed to make arrangements for the event. Plans were made for the coffee hours next semester and a slate of nominations was drawn up.

**SORORITIES**

**Organize for Annual Formal**

Plans are being made for the Interiority formal which will be held sometime from 9 P.M. to 1 A.M. The Jimmy James Orchestra will provide music on the second floor of the Union and it will be piped up to the third floor. There will be dancing on both floors. This is a girl ask boy dance and the entire college fee pay. Anyone who has any idea for any of the activities for next semester is invited to submit his ideas to the committee's for the formal. She has to the more needy peas­ants, for the play of your choice, Alpha, Beta, Delta. There is an activity card. For the play "The Taming of the Shrew" is planned, which we hope to make another grand and delightful comedy.

"The Cherry Orchard" was the last play written by Chekhov before his death. Mr. Chekhov was a great poet and a great writer of a comedy, but by our standards it is a bit short. It is a good play, but the manner of its writing is not fully fleshed out with humor. The setting is the Russian home of Mr. Chekhov, a widow. She has left her estate to its beauty. She has sold soul to Paris for five years to forget her dead husband's tragic death. When she returns to the village, the cherry orchard has been put up for auction. She herself is a kind woman and believes everything will work itself out. She has to the more needy peas­ants, for the play of your choice. She has to the more needy peas­ants, for the play of your choice. She herself is a kind woman and believes everything will work itself out. She has to the more needy peas­ants, for the play of your choice.
"Children should not play with matches." After seeing the smoke tarnished walls of the Union I’m sure we are all very aware of these words of wisdom at the present time — that is, if we haven’t forgotten all ready.

Walking through the tunnel in the fire area last week I heard a girl remark to her companion, "I hope those kids had Fun. That’s all I can say!" Perhaps that is all that could be said at the moment, but we have more to say. Whose fault is it when three thousand or twelve years of age, start a fire which causes in the vicinity of $4,000 or $5,000 damage? Is it the parents’ fault or someone else? Perhaps it is the fault of the state. This would be a difficult question to answer, but if you are a parent, perhaps you will make you stop and think a moment. Do your children know the dangers of playing with fire or could your child have been one of these boys? Even though they may not start a fire they always heed the messages, but, I believe it is our duty as parents to see that our children are given a chance to build their imagination in a healthy way.

The Snack bar will remain open until 4 P.M. on Wednesday, December 24, for those who will make up exams that day. Service in the Snack bar will re-open on Sunday afternoon, January 31.

The Union staff wishes to re- mind all that the Union will be for use during the exam period only. In order to provide relaxation, the Snack bar, for the most part, will be closed. We hope you will want to emphasize, however, that your use of facilities is very much appreciated. We do not wish to make a place in which you will be provided for your relaxation. We will be open for the duration of its finals, but don’t forget the Box of Cracker Jack on the wall and many other matters for the sake of a card game.

J. R. Attacker, Director

MHC magazine and the Pointer

Your college.

A Word to The Wise

The cafeteria will serve its last meal before the semester break on Tuesday, January 26.

There will be no cafeteria service until Monday morning, January 31.

The Snack bar will remain open until 4 P.M. on Wednesday, December 24, for those who will make up exams that day. Service in the Snack bar will re-open on Sunday afternoon, January 31.

The Union staff wishes to re-mind all that the Union will be for use during the exam period only. In order to provide relaxation, the Snack bar, for the most part, will be closed. We hope you will want to emphasize, however, that your use of facilities is very much appreciated. We do not wish to make a place in which you will be provided for your relaxation. We will be open for the duration of its finals, but don’t forget the Box of Cracker Jack on the wall and many other matters for the sake of a card game.

J. R. Attacker, Director

The Pointer

Central State College

Rotary Group Invites Honor Senior Men

Each month a CSC senior man is the guest of the Stevens Point Chamber of Commerce. Each luncheon is at the Hotel Whiting at about nine o’clock. Chosen on the basis of scholarship and leadership, the current guest of the organization’s Monday luncheon was Mr. Richard V. Brouwer of the one-month period. Selections are by the CSC faculty - President William C. Deichmann, Gordon W. Becker and Dr. Peter A. Krone.

At the last luncheon he addressed the student body, in thanking the club members for the chance to attend the event and states he feels he has gained by attending.

The October and November recipients were Jerry Bosser and Gary Goddard, respectively. Richard Cutts attended the December luncheon and will attend this month's meeting.

The Pointer is Richard V. Brouwer. These senior men have maintained a three point average or better last year.

The Pointer is Richard V. Brouwer. These senior men have maintained a three point average or better last year.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Ed,

From a look at the Dec. 18, 1949, issue, it seems The Pointer may move on to even greater heights in future years than have been apparent in recent years. In one column, I see that the boys are crying drops from heaven because his republic is trying to take away their Gunsmoke and their freedom to sink democracy by reproduction. Mr. Zeaman is drafting 19-year-old boys in this country. Look how our freedom of thought is infringed on only by a loyalty oath! And Mr. Zeaman and join political clubs there is still.

In another article we learn that man has both body and soul. I am sure in the future which must be continually developed or education for the fullness of life. Still further that if it weren’t for our wonderful army, we would have no population. What we need to do is trash this school and get rid of our military and political clubs.

You’re more for wisdom (lack of experience), your hom.” This book makes it seem as if the government is trying to interfere with our free-thinking and practicing our beliefs.

It seems a shame to print poor journalism in a school paper with such an issue in it. In the 18th century, when Thomas Jefferson said, “You have a natural impulse to turn on WSPN when they study ought not to publish unqualified journalism.” Mr. Chief because he knows (1) that it is the “faster we advance,” and (2) what we Americans are persuaded.

Seems you’re more for wisdom, less knowledge.

JIM EFNFER

Fire Hits Tunnel

Fire broke out in the rooms next to the tunnel between the first and second floor on Thursday, December 24. Some of the first reports concerning the fire stated that it was believed the sweat-box in the wrestling room was the cause of the fire. It is the experience of our readers that there are a number of situations that students and other readers of The Pointer may have.

Mr. N. R. Kampega, librarian, in the tunnel at about 4:30 P.M. on December 24, immediately called the fire department to see if a package he was experimenting been delivered there.

Mr. J. W. Hansen, college president, called the state fire marshal in the tunnel at about 4:30 P.M. He instructed the state fire marshal in the tunnel to take a closer look at the fire department, checking with the police department, when he in the tunnel and inspected the building Wednesday afternoon to see if there was anything that could be wrong with the scene of the fire. Mr. Hansen then instructed the fire department to go on the opposite side of the partition from the wrestling room — not in the wrestling room.

January 4 Police Chief E. L. Zeanan reported that two boys had admitted vandalizing the rooms and that one of the boys had been smoking and had lighting matches shortly before fire broke out in the area.

According to Mr. Fremdling, matches started the blaze in some papers and then spread to a number of papers in the main building and stacked that which has already been nervous about the future.

The boys said they entered the tunnel from the room on the ground floor of December 23 through an unlighted basement. They were not moti- rated at that time because men in the tunnel were working on a set of keys which unlocked a door in the tunnel and at the age of 15, of the boys ran across the Snack bar, throwing paper chips and strips of matches, a food around the basement. The boys then went to Deltz Hall through an unlighted basement window. They broke into a vending machine in the dormitory room of the basement and took several candy bars. Boy in the area boys went back to the main building and stacked matches around an outside door in an attempt to burn it down.

Returning to the college and the next day, the three entered the tunnel for a short time cause the doors were locked. They said they thought to be in much of the area they had escaped.

The Kiwanis club had offered a $100 reward for information leading to the capture of the vandals. However, according to reports that the boys were not suspected of the crime, it was doubted that the information which gave the boys would want the reward. The boys were left to a considerable extent to a relative extent, the boys had so far escaped the entire Union some time ago, when the reward was similarly estated the damage at $000. Rhapsody on Jazz was estimated because of the time and labor involved in cleaning up.

Mrs. Jones, the American Madam during Christmas events at the Conger Hilton hotel, Chicago, December 7 through 11.

Mr. Jones was the only educator for home economics of the AVA at the convention.
The Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Corporation of the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee met at 7 P.M. in the Conference room of the College Union, Wisconsin Union on December 13, 1959.

Miss Sant a Claus, making a grand appearance, distributed candlelight ceremony everyone enjoyed was to believe in Dick this season in class and a physical education minor. She will be returning next semester.

Dick contributed so much to keep the fraternity to the chapter house fund. January 12 he treated the boys to a small party for these efforts.

Mary Ann Kuphal, Leonard Westerfield, and Carol Jensen were the individuals January 12 he treated the boys to a small party for these efforts.
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Did you ever try oil some restaurants don't prior to the beginning...?" under protest meeting. Why don't you come to one of these two pamphlets, write J. J. and they will be delivered to your mailboxes in a plain wrapper.

Dear J. J.

What is so rare as a day in June? Or a June night? That's what I always thought. There was this girl, see? I loved her. She loved me. Or so I thought. My heart was full of spring, Beautiful Spring. Warm Spring. Joyous Spring. Ah, Spring. Then boom! All was Winter. Blanks! Dihk. Cold. All because I like to read my sonnets to Jazu at the Espresso house. What can I do?

Like Shut Out

Did you ever try reading your sonnets to the music of Lawrence Wells?

What's your problem?..Santa wasn't good to you? Your instructors aren't good to you? You wanted to vote for Rockefeller. Send your little problem to J. J. by placing them in the Pointer mailbox, addressed to J. J.

I've got a problem of my own. Response was poor to my generous offer of free informative pamphlets on how to succeed socially by being a good mixer, and helpful hints for the hopeful home-makers prospective husband's happiness. As a result, I have to sleep in my car until I can get these pamphlets out of the way. If you desire either of these two pamphlets, write J. J. and they will be delivered to your mailboxes in a plain wrapper.

It's Just A Few Steps to the CAMPUS CAFÉ for a tasty dinner, snack or a hot drink!

GREETING CARDS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
CHARTIER'S
Across from High School

YOUR RECORD HEADQUARTERS
GRAHAM LANE
113 Strongs Ave.
Phone DI 4-1841
Stevens Point, Wis.

INSTRUMENT RENTALS

WHITNEY'S
HOME MADE CANDIES
Stevens Point, Wis.

Traffic Spotters

D.E.MET-OE SHEER

for less-day, 1.69 the pair.

Boost the Pointers

Campbells

Results! RESULTS! RESULTS!

Journal Want Ads

Get Action! SELL IT! RENT IT! Simply Dial DI 4-6100
Ask for Miss Adtkaer

THE COUNTRY SPA

A mile North on Old Highway 51
Phone DI 4-6467


Give the Valentine Gift that MEANS THE MOST

a PORTRAIT IN COLOR
created by the

DON WARNER STUDIO
"Across from the College"
on Main Street

Religious News

Many LSA's attended the joint Protestant-OHCS Christmas party on December 17, 1959. After caroling in the hospital and various other places, refreshments were served at the Baptist church. A worship service completed a most enjoyable evening.

Next on the agenda for LSA was a meeting on January 14, 1960. The guest speaker was Paas for Vernon Rosell from Rooted Holiness. His topic was: "Anxiety" was of interest to many college students, especially right before finals. 

Newman Club

Father Gerald McCrane, of Maryknoll presented a movie and lecture that depicted the trials and blessings of missionary work in foreign lands to the CSC Newman club on January 14. Father Wilgen, our chaplain, pointed out the fact that plans are progressing for the Provincial convention to be held here in April. Also, it was noted that all officers and chairmen are expected to "sign in" daily and check the bulletin board for possible assignments. This procedure will facilitate the cooperation of club activities.

Gamma Delta

Our annual Christmas party was held on the evening of December 2, 1959 in the Poetry Club basement. The Christmas theme was reflected in the beauty and beauty in the lovely decorations. Many thanks are in order to Jan Garst who was the chairman of the event and worked very hard to make it a great party. We had a very short business meeting then topped it off with the remaining of the evening. Then Christmas carols were sung by all. We were accompanied by Ke-Ky Reeves who did a really fine job at the keyboard.

Wesley

The Christmas gathering on the evening of December 17, 1959 was attended by a fairly good size group in spite of the various other activities that were scheduled on the campus that night. There was good fellowship and the Christmas feeling was widespread and recorded. The party broke off in time for the game. It was somewhat a pre-celebration for the wonderful victory that our Pointers scored.

Many of us must have noticed the beautiful Christmas tree in Wesley House during the week prior to the beginning of the vacation. We were able to enjoy the added delight of the Christmas feeling because of the thoughtful donation of Dave Bouch who brought us the tree. Many people who typically recruited some beautiful decorations and lights, and others who helped to make decorations and set up the tree.

Intervarsity,

Our January 6 meeting was opened with prayer by Gloria Richard.

Marilyn Wernberg had the topic for the evening. Her topic was: "The Analysis of the Letter - Galatians." Paul as directress that the gospel of grace came to him, not from man but through the power of God, Gal. 1:11-12.

The study went on to show the content of this very long letter. His emphasis was on justification by faith alone without works against that of our Judiaizers who taught that the works of an individual gave him acceptance with God. Why not check this statement for yourself? It is found in Chapters 3 and 4 of Galatians.

In Chapter 5:1-13, Paul exalts the Galatians to hold fast to the freedom from law which the Lord Jesus procured for them by the blood of His Cross and not become entangled in a legalistic system.

In Chapter 6:1-8 Paul's final warning against the Judaizers, and others who are changing words.

Why don't you come to one of our meetings? Everyone is welcome. Bible study is held every Wednesday evening in the Union.

"Cold Wind Blows, Out Come The Hose"

By Jim Johnson

Dear J. J.

My girl insists on wearing those silly colored stockings or booties, or whatever they are. They make her look humpy, lumpy and reminiscent of a "medieval page-boy." What can I do?

Hose Hater

Dear H. H.

Show her "hose" boss. Inform her either the hose goes, or you go. I don't like them either.

Dear J. J.

My wife gives me hell every time I come home half drunk from a "550" meeting. What can I do to influence the treasurer to spend enough money so that I can get really stoned?

Lush Well?

Dear L. W.

By way of a suggestion, you might start an investigation concerning the price money from the Homecoming float context.

Dear J. J.

What is so rare as a day in June? Or a June night? That's what I always thought. There was this girl, see? I loved her. She loved me. Or so I thought. My heart was full of spring, Beautiful Spring. Warm Spring. Joyous Spring. Ah, Spring. Then boom! All was Winter. Blanks! Drah. Cold. All because I like to read my sonnets to Jazu at the Espresso house. What can I do?

Like Shut Out

Did you ever try reading your sonnets to the music of Lawrence Wells?

What's your problem?..Santa wasn't good to you? Your instructors aren't good to you? You wanted to vote for Rockefeller. Send your little problem to J. J. by placing them in the Pointer mailbox, addressed to J. J.

I've got a problem of my own. Response was poor to my generous offer of free informative pamphlets on how to succeed socially by being a good mixer, and helpful hints for the hopeful home-makers prospective husband's happiness. As a result, I have to sleep in my car until I can get these pamphlets out of the way. If you desire either of these two pamphlets, write J. J. and they will be delivered to your mailboxes in a plain wrapper.
The Scoop From Schup

Here's to the Badgers! They didn't, but the Huskies did. Here's to the Huskies! That's just about enough said.

Now on to something with a brighter outlook. This week-end the wrestling team takes on Stout in the Campus School gym Saturday afternoon at 1:30 P.M. This will be the first dual match of the year for the Pointers and should prove to be very interesting. One match that should be really interesting is at 117 pounds where Norm Norn just to Leon twice in their first two meetings by close scores and will be out for a little bit of personal revenge.

Bulletin From Headquarters! Those red objects you see fly through the air are meteors. There is no use trying to elude them even if you are Jet Jackson, pilot of the "Blue Dart," Even though you were captured, Lawrence was defeated in the end and victory was yours.

Intramural basketball is being played every Tuesday and Thursday in the college gym starting at 6:00 P.M. Three games are being played each night. There seems to be quite a bit of interest as the two leagues have had to be divided into 14 teams with an average of eight players on a team. With this kind of turnout we hope that a few of you students will turn out to watch the games as spectators and join in the fun. Many of the players were starters on their high school teams and this should provide for some stiff competition. The schedule is posted on the Phy Ed bulletin board outside the Phy Ed office.

Tomorrow night the Pointers' basketballers travel to Platteville to take on the Pioneers at 8:15 P.M. While the Pioneers don't have one of their better teams this year, they will still be plenty tough in their home gym. Platteville hasn't lost a game at home in the last two years, so the Pointers won't be taking a breather tomorrow night.

In case any of you don't have anything to do over the semester break, there is a full schedule of sports activities scheduled for that period. The basketball team has three home games over the break when they entertain St. Norbert's on January 29 and play a revenge game against White-At on January 5. January 5, in scoring.

Nonnal next year.
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The Iris Wants You

[Text starts here]

The following groups have not had a group picture taken for the Iris:

- Student Council
- Pointer
- Sigma Tau Delta
- Alpha Kappa Lambda
- German Club
- Young Democrats
- Young Republicans
- Alpha Kappa Xi

The following names were omitted from the first list of Iris reputables:

- Anderson, Nancy
- Bennett, William
- Pfenning, E. R.
- Flanagan, James
- Frawley, Fred
- Frazel, Charles
- Gassman, William
- Hagen, William
- Halbig, Muriel
- King, Lonna
- Lehnenschlager, Harley
- Leidig, Tom
- Lewis, Mary
- Luhrig, John
- Mack, Linda
- Mann, Mary
- Martin, Marquerit
- Marsh, Donald
- Martsch, Larry
- Master, David
- McDonald, William
- McDonald, John
- Mitchell, Joseph
- Miskey, Ralph
- Morrissi, Joseph
- Murray, James
- Newbrough, Robert
- Nizhrenc, Gary
- Nelson, Andrew
- Neufeld, Robert
- Osten, Richard
- Ott, Howard
- Pakholski, Florence
- Peterson, Ole

Cramer Shy!
The Iris Wants You

[Text continues here]
LYLE EVANS, chief engineer of Radio Station WSC, is making the necessary connections to have a taped program go over the air.

"Hold the Phone"
WSC is on the Air

By Bernard B. Coulthurst

Radio Workshop, under the direction of Mr. Robert Lewis, is happy to announce that they have been on the air for the past week on a trial basis over CSC's newest radio station, WSC. ...

Regular programming will be in full swing this coming week with most of the all-rounder taken out, stated program director Jim Krems. All types of music, news, sports, weather and other features make up the typical program you will be hearing over WSC.

Rod Jutresen, head announcer, stated that we cannot expect top-notch announcing at first, but I am sure you will see much improvement as the year progresses. Rod's announcing staff is: Jim Krems, Bernard Coulthurst, Gary Brasselk, Dick Strasser, Jan Campbell, Geraldine Case, Fred Zennders, John Berntson and Florence Pacholski.

Lyle Evans, chief engineer, reported that Shifter hall is the only building receiving the radio broadcasts, but hold the phone... Detzel and Nelson halls will have their transmitters installed soon, possibly by February first. Lyle is one of the members of Radio Workshop that did much work to get the equipment set up and organized for the radio station. He has had considerable experience with radio with several stations in Green Bay. Also, Lyle has developed many sources for records and other equipment which WSC is using.

Business manager, Bernard Coulthurst, said that regular soliciting of ads will begin soon. Advertising spots will be sold at fifty cents each with special book rates. As soon as the program becomes a smooth operation, advertising will be a regular procedure. The writing of ads, stated Jutresen, will be done by the entire workshop staff, but David Woyak is the main advertising writer.

Mr. Lewis thinks WSC will be one of the most popular extra-curricular activities we experience once we get started. He said, "We are off to a good start and now we just have to keep the entire project organized."

Mr. Lewis and several members of the staff will attend the Midwest college broadcasting convention which will be held at Ripon College, February 15th. Engineering and advertising will be the main topics discussed at the convention.

Erickson Service Station
Bob Choebla, Mgr. 112 Strongs Ave.

HOLT DRUG CO.

Charlesworth Studios
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THE POINTER

FOOD
Prepared the way you like it.
Dinners, Short Orders
Plate Lunches
Variety of Sandwiches
Home Made Pies
Fish Fry Friday — 50c
At the
NORTHWAY RESTAURANT
759 N. Division
Daune and Gene Fischer, Prop.

GIGANTIC REMOVAL SALE

SAVINGS CUT OVER 50%
MEN'S and WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR
TENNIS, HOUSESLIPPERS, RUBBERS

BILL'S SHOE STORE

AL'S BARBER SHOP
For fast and friendly service, it's AL'S on the Square.

BOSTON FURNITURE
And
FUNERAL SERVICE

HANNON
WAGGREEN AGENCY
Bring Your Prescription to Our Pharmacy
Phone Di 4-2790
46 Main St.

HOLT DRUG CO.

CHARLESWORTH STUDIOS

HOT FISH SHOP
DELICIOUS
SEA FOOD — STEAKS
CORAL ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
137 Strongs Phone Di 4-4523

OUR FLOWERS ARE
GREENHOUSE FRESH
SORENSON'S
FLORAL SHOP
510 Briggs St. Di 4-2244

WILSHIRE SHOP
507 Main St.
The right shop for the college girl.
Fashion Shoes
Famous Names in Men's Clothing for 60-44 Years
Pasternack's
Next to Shregation's

COMPILATIONS
of
ALLENBERG'S DAIRY
745 Water St. Phone Di 4-2976
SOUTH SIDE

SMART SHOP
Exclusive
Ladies Wearing Apparel
Stevens Point, Wis.

Erv's Pure Oil Service
Byt. Hansen, Prop.
Phone Di 6-2780
Complete line of accessories Oiling — Greasing
Corner Cross & Main — Stevens Point

Drink Coca-Cola

Compliments of a Friend

They kept warning me this would happen if I didn't think of some super way to describe that absolutely unique good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a shakespeare? So no ad.... that's bad. But, there's always Coke... and that's good!

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

LA SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
By Dan Housefeld

Although I have three books to read and a paper to write before the semester ends, why worry? There is still plenty of time remaining. As the time grows shorter though, it occurs to me that there is no sense in working on my assignments, for I couldn't complete them by the deadline anyway. With this mode of thinking, it is possible to run through a reasonably pleasant four years of college. The backbone of this system of schooling is knowing what work absolutely must be done and what work is the cream in the coffee. Two years in the army have given me a broad background and much practical experience in the art of avoiding work. Although on occasion it is much more difficult to avoid the task than it would be to do it, one must remember that he has principles to uphold.

But, also, the system is in danger! A revolution is about! More and more people are attending college for the expressed purpose of getting an education. These are the people that are ruining the curve, making life difficult, and forcing me to spend evenings studying. The good days of parties, dates and student supply stores are coming to an end.

Bernie's
Best Bets

By Bernard B. Coulthard

"Goliath and the Barbarians" Steve Reeves (Hercules) continues to flex his muscles and perform feats of strength in this brawling action film. Mongol savages kill his father and carry off women from his village while our hero is in the hills with his athletic friends. Upon returning he lends his followers in a terrible revenge but gets entangled with a Mongol princess. The screen rocks with bloody brutal acts and lustful scenes.

SUMMING THINGS UP!
MUCH LIKE "HERCULES."

"Goliath and the Barbarians" will be playing at the Fox Theater from January 13 to 19; "Journey to the Center of the Earth" will be coming soon.

DELZELL OIL COMPANY

Distributor of Phillips 66
Phone DI 4-5360

TRY OUR PRODUCTS
For best results, always ask for our products

WEST'S DAIRY
Phone DI 4-6224

PARK BOGE
Phone DI 4-6956

YELLOW CAB CO.
Call DI 4-5012

Special price on group rides for college students.

FREE COFFEE
AND DONUTS IN THE MORNING
AT THE UNION

The UNION BOARD'S semi-annual contribution to the mental health of the student body during finals.

JANUARY 21 - 26

(EXCEPT SUNDAY)

9 - 11 A. M. 2 - 3:30 P. M. 8 - 8:45 P. M.

P. S.: The Faculty is more than welcome!